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**Construction Activities:**
- Sawcut & Remove Phase 1 Deck
- Temporary Pier Support Installation
- Shielding/Overhang Removal (Reset Overhang Next Beam North)
- Phase 1 Beam Removal
- MaineDOT Preemption Relocation - ELECTRIC LIGHT
- Charter/Spectrum Utility NEW BUILD
- Consolidated NEW BUILD
- Firstlight New Build & Wreck Out
- Placing Subgrade Bucknam Approaches
- Subcontractors
  - Wyman & Simpson
  - Grondin
  - Electric Light
  - General Concrete

Note: Bucknam Rd. will be closed between I-295 NB & SB Ramps Sunday Nights thru Thursday Nights from 10pm to 5am. This will continue through January. Short rolling closures on I-295 NB & SB will continue to be scheduled for utility relocation & Phase 1 Beam Removal.